Friends of Chinese Culture (FCC) is a parent group dedicated to

- Forming a bridge between the Boston Latin School and its Chinese families
- Encouraging student and parent participation in the school's academic and social activities
- Providing needed support to the BLS community
- Opening a dialogue between parents and teenagers to facilitate information exchange
- Encouraging academic excellence and participation in community services
- Promoting Chinese culture and planning sociocultural activities for parents, students, families, and friends
- Cultivating students social responsibility, promoting health mind and strong body

It was established in 2001, it has been serving thousands of families, and FCC would like to continue reaching out to new families.

Joining the group is simple, just send an email to BLS.FCC@gmail.com. FCC now has a WeChat Group all well, it will be another platform where we can exchange educational information and make group activity announcement. All are welcome!